We consider the adaptive, or on-line, estimation of parameters in implicit and possibly degenerate parabolic systems. A combined state and parameter estimator is constructed as an initial value problem for an in nite dimensional non-degenerate evolution equation in weak or variational form. State convergence is established via a Lyapunovlike estimate. The nite dimensional notion of persistence of excitation is extended to the implicit in nite dimensional case and used to establish parameter convergence. A nite dimensional approximation theory is developed. Results of our numerical studies on a degenerate one dimensional heat equation are presented to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach.
Introduction
In this paper we develop an adaptive identi cation scheme for rst order in time implicit and possibly degenerate distributed parameter systems. By an implicit system we mean one in which the highest order time derivative does not appear explicitly. Such a system is said to be degenerate when the operator coe cient of the highest order time derivative is non-coercive. In nite dimensions, such systems are frequently referred to as descriptor variable, or singular, systems. The theory of degenerate distributed parameter systems (i.e. existence, uniqueness, and regularity) and their application are treated extensively by Carroll and Showalter in their monograph 2].
Parameter identi cation, or estimation, is concerned with the determination of unknown parameters (which typically may be either scalar, vector, or functional) in a proposed model for a given physical system based upon input/output data. There are two approaches. The rst consists of o -line methods, in which an experiment is run, data is taken, and then estimates for the parameters are determined via the minimization of an appropriate functional, for example, least squares or maximum likelihood. The second approach is to carry out the identi cation on-line or adaptively. In this case, the parameters are estimated in real time as the underlying plant provides data. It is the latter approach that is the focus of the e ort that we are reporting on here. O -line, optimization based, identi cation schemes for degenerate distributed parameter systems have been developed and studied in 7] and 12] in the linear case, and in 9] in the nonlinear case. Our interest in pursuing online as opposed to o -line schemes is motivated by our desire to develop indirect adaptive control algorithms for degenerate distributed parameter systems. An on-line parameter identi er is an essential component in such a scheme.
The approach we have taken here in developing our on-line schemes is based on similar ideas that have been used for the same purpose in the context of non-degenerate nite dimensional systems (see 10] and 11]). We consider linear models and assume that the dependence of the system coe cients on the unknown parameters to be identi ed is linear as well. A state and parameter estimator are de ned as the coupled states of an initial value problem for a in nite dimensional non-degenerate nonautonomous evolution equation. The objective is to argue that the state and parameter estimators asymptotically approach the true values of the corresponding parameters and the corresponding plant state. We are able to establish the convergence of the state estimator directly using a Lyapunov-like argument. To argue parameter convergence, we require an additional assumption which is known as persistence of excitation. Persistence of excitation is an assumption about the richness of the output data (it could also be expressed as a condition on the input data).
Our treatment here of implicit and possibly degenerate systems is an extension of our earlier e orts for explicit non-degenerate systems. In 5] we considered abstract parabolic systems, while in 4] our focus was abstract hyperbolic systems. One signi cant di erence between the scheme we develop here and those studied in 5] is that the scheme for implicit systems requires both state and velocity (i.e. rst order time derivative) data, whereas in the non-implicit case, state data only is required. A detailed survey of the existing literature to date dealing with the adaptive identi cation of in nite dimensional systems can be found in 5] .
Since the estimator is an in nite dimensional dynamical system, its implementation 1{1 requires some form of nite dimensional approximation. In particular, when the parameters to be identi ed are functional, the component of the estimator state space corresponding to the parameter estimates is also in nite dimensional along with the component corresponding to the state estimator. Consequently, we also develop a rather complete nite dimensional approximation theory which includes a number of useful convergence results. An outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we de ne the plant and the estimator equations. In Section 3 we de ne the notion of persistence of excitation and establish both state and parameter convergence. The notion of persistence of excitation also allows us to establish an identi ability result. Our approximation results are presented in Section 4. An example and a portion of our numerical ndings are presented and discussed in Section 5.
1{2
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product h ; i and corresponding norm j j. Let V be a real re exive Banach space with norm denoted by k k, and assume that V is embedded densely and continuously in H. Let We also assume that a( ; ; ) is a trilinear form on Q V V and that m( ; ; ) is a trilinear form on Q H V .
For q 2 Q let A(q) be the linear operator from V into V 0 , the algebraic dual of V , determined by the bilinear form a(q; ; ) via hA(q)'; i V 0 ;V = a(q; '; ); '; 2 V; and let M(q) be the operator from H into V 0 induced by the form m(q; ; ). That is, hM(q)'; i = m(q; '; ); ' Let (q; u) be a plant and assume that u and D t u are available and that q is unknown. The objective is to use both u and D t u to asymptotically identify q. As a direct extension of the nite dimensional results in 10], and similar results for parabolic and hyperbolic systems in 4] and 5], we de ne our estimator for q and u in the form of the initial value problem m(q ; D t u(t); ') + a(q ; u(t); ') + a (q )hu(t); 'i (2.5) +m(q(t); D t u(t); ') + a(q(t); u(t); ') = hf(t); 'i +a(q ; u(t); ') + a (q )hu(t); 'i + m(q ; D t u(t); '); ' Setting e(t) = u(t) ? u(t) and r(t) = q(t) ? q, where (q; u) is a plant and (q; u) is a solution to the initial value problem (2.5) -(2.7), it is desired that lim t!1 je(t)j = 0, and lim t!1 jr(t)j Q = 0. The functions e and r are solutions to the error equations given by m(q ; D t e(t); ') + a(q ; e(t); ') + a he(t); 'i +m(r(t); D t u(t); ') + a(r(t); u(t); ') = 0; ' 2 V; t > 0; (2.8) hD t r(t); pi Q ? m(p; D t u(t); e(t)) ? a(p; u(t); e(t)) = 0; p 2 Q; t > 0; (2.9) e(0) 2 H; r(0) 2 Q:
In the next section we show that under no further assumptions, the state error, e, goes to zero asymptotically with time, and that under the additional assumption of persistence of excitation, parameter convergence is achieved.
2{6 3 Convergence
In this section we establish convergence of the state estimate (i.e lim t!1 je(t)j = 0) and, with the additional assumption of persistence of excitation, parameter convergence. That is, lim t!1 jr(t)j Q = lim t!1 jq(t) ? qj Q = 0. We assume throughout this section that (q; u)
is a plant (see De nition 2.1).
We begin by establishing a Lyapunov-like estimate for the system (2.8) -(2.10). (3.4) for some positive constants 0 and 1 . The desired result then follows from (3.3) and (3.4).
2
The next theorem establishes the convergence of the state estimate. The proof is in the spirit of the arguments used to verify an analogous result for elliptic systems in 1] and parabolic systems in 6].
Theorem 3.2 The energy functional E is non-increasing and lim t!1 je(t)j = 0. Proof. That E is nonincreasing follows immediately from the estimate (3.3). For t > 0, let (t) = m(q ; e(t); e(t)): 
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If we can show that lim t!1 (t) = 0, then the theorem will be proved. Now, for t 2 .24), and the theorem is proved.2 While rather long and technical, the proofs of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 and Theorem 3.4 yield valuable insight into how the tuning parameter, q , and the persistence of excitation parameters, 0 , 0 , and T 0 , qualitatively and quantitatively a ect convergence. In particular, if 0 is increased, the value of in Lemma 3.6 is increased. It follows that the value of T 2 in Lemma 3.6 decreases, and therefore the proof of Theorem 3.4 implies that convergence will be more rapid. A similar line of reasoning leads to the conclusion that convergence will be more rapid if either T 0 or 0 decrease. The proofs of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 and Theorem 3. It is clear from the estimate (3.3) that the larger the value of 0 (q ), the more rapid the convergence in (3.33). It follows that if q is chosen so that 0 (q ) is too large, the average rate of change in the parameter error, h r(t)=h, will tend to zero too rapidly. In this case the estimator will be overdamped, and convergence will be sluggish.
The observations described above indicate that in choosing the value of the tuning parameter, q , and the input signal, f, one must balance both positive and negative e ects on the rate of convergence. In 3] a comprehensive study of this phenomenon was carried out in the context of a number of simple test examples. In that study it was found that choosing q and f was, in a certain sense, related to the tuning of a damped linear harmonic oscillator. The damping is governed by the value of q and the sti ness by f (actually by 3{13 the value of (u)). If the estimator is overdamped, then convergence is sluggish. If it is underdamped, or too sti , then oscillations result. It has been our experience that it is useful to keep this paradigm in mind when tuning the estimator. Finally, it is also worth noting that persistence of excitation yields an identi ability result.
Theorem 3.7 If the plant (q; u) is persistently excited then the parameter q is identi able. Proof. Assume the contrary. That is, there exists q 1 and q 2 such that the initial value problem (2.3), (2.4) is satis ed with u = u and q = q 1 or q = q 2 . A simple subtraction yields m(q 1 ? q 2 ; D t u(t); ') + a(q 1 ? q 2 ; u(t); ') = 0; ' 2 V: Our estimator, as given by the initial value problem (2.5) -(2.7), is in nite dimensional. Consequently, some form of nite dimensional approximation is required. In this section we outline a Galerkin approach and establish an abstract convergence result.
For each n = 1; 2; : : :, let H n be a nite dimensional subspace of H with H n V , n = 1; 2; : : :, and let Q n be a nite dimensional subspace of Q. We consider the Galerkin equations for u n and q n in H n and Q n corresponding to (2.5) and (2.6) m(q ; D t u n (t); ' n ) + a(q ; u n (t); ' n ) + a (q )hu n (t); ' n i (4.1) +m(q n (t); D t u(t); ' n ) + a(q n (t); u(t); ' n ) = hf(t); ' n i +a(q ; u(t); ' n ) + a (q )hu(t); ' n i + m(q ; D t u(t); ' n ); ' n 2 H n ; t > 0; hD t q n (t); p n i Q ? m(p n ; D t u(t); u n (t)) ? a(p n ; u(t); u n (t)) (4.2) = ?m(p n ; D t u(t); u(t)) ? a(p n ; u(t); u(t)); p n 2 Q n ; t > 0; u n (0) 2 H n ; D t u n (0) 2 H n ; q n (0) 2 Q n :
We let T > 0 be xed but arbitrary, and we make the following standard Galerkin approximation assumption. Henceforth we will use the notation _ w to denote the rst derivative with respect to time of a temporally varying function w, interchangeably with the notation D t w. We can now prove the following convergence result. Theorem 4.2 Assume that Assumption 4.1 holds, and that (q; u) is a plant. Let (q; u) be the solution to the initial value problem (2.5) -(2.7), and for each n = 1; 2; : : :; let (q n ; u n ) be the solution to the initial value problem (4.1) -(4.3) with u n (0) = u n (0); _ u n (0) = _ u n (0); q n (0) = q n (0):
Then u n ! u in C(0; T; H) and L 2 (0; T; V ), and q n ! q in C(0; T; Q). Proof. Let e n = u n ?u n and r n = q n ?q n . If we can argue that e n ! 0 in C(0; T; V ) and L 2 (0; T; V ), and r n ! 0 in C(0; T; Q), Assumption 4.1 together with the triangle inequality will yield the desired result.
Setting ' n = e n and p n = r n in (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain the identity m(q ; _ u n ? _ u n ; e n ) + h _ q n ? _ q n ; r n i (4.5) = ?a(q ; u n ? u; e n ) ? a (q )hu n ? u; e n i ? m(q n ? q; _ u; e n ) ? a(q n ? q; u; e n ) +m(r n ; _ u; u n ? u) + a(r n ; u; u n ? u) + m(q ; n _ u; e n ) + h n _ q; r n i = ?a(q ; u n ? u n + u n ? u; e n ) ? a (q )hu n ? u n + u n ? u; e n i ? m(q n ? q n + q n ? q; _ u; e n )
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?a(q n ? q n + q n ? q; u; e n ) + m(r n ; _ u; u n ? u n + u n ? u) + a(r n ; u; u n ? u n + u n ? u) +m(q ; n _ u; e n ) + h n _ q; r n i = ?a(q ; e n ; e n ) + a(q ; n u; e n ) ? a (q )he n ; e n i + a (q )h n u; e n i ? m(r n ; _ u; e n ) +m( n q; _ u; e n ) ? a(r n ; u; e n ) + a( n q; u; e n ) + m(r n ; _ u; e n ) ? m(r n ; _ u; n u) +a(r n ; u; e n ) ? a(r n ; u; n u) + m(q ; n _ u; e n ) + h n _ q; r n i = ?a(q ; e n ; e n ) ? a (q )he n ; e n i + a(q ; n u; e n ) + a (q )h n u; e n i + m( n q; _ u; e n ) +a( n q; u; e n ) ? m(r n ; _ u; n u) ? a(r n ; u; n u) + m(q ; n _ u; e n ) + h n _ q; r n i; where n ' = ' ? ' n . Using Assumptions (A2) and (M2), De nition 2.1, and the Cauchy- (q )k n u(t)kke n (t)k + a (q )j n u(t)jje n (t)j + j n q(t)j Q ke n (t)k + jr n (t)j Q k n u(t)k + m 0 (q )j n _ u(t)jje n (t)j + j n _ q(t)j Q jr n (t)j Q :
Integrating (4.6) from 0 to t, and using (4.4), we nd that for some , > 0, independent of n, we have je n (t)j it is actually the function ; ] rather than the constant parameters and that must be identi ed. Otherwise the assumption that the form m( ; ; ) be trilinear on Q H V would be violated. It is also interesting to note that while the system being identi ed may be degenerate, the estimator is not. And nally we also point out that unlike the nondegenerate case where only u is required, the degenerate case requires knowlwdge of both u and D t u. Let are satis ed so long as the gain q = (q 1 ; q 2 ) 2 Q is chosen so that q 1 (x), x 2 0; 1], and q 2 2 L 1 (0; 1) with q 2 (x) > 0 a.e. x 2 0; 1]. In general we shall choose q 1 (x) = q 1 > 0 and q 2 (x) = q 2 > 0.
We approximate the state estimator using linear B -splines. For n = 1; 2 : : :; let f' n j g n j=0 be the standard linear B -splines (i.e. chapeau, or hat functions) on the interval 0; 1] with respect to the uniform mesh f0; The numerical results that we have presented here are intended solely for the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of our approach. For a more comprehensive and complete discussion of our numerical ndings, and in particular, the implementational aspects of persistence of excitation, see 3] and 5]. 
